If you are a teacher or youth worker interested in trying our Understanding Health Insurance lessons in your classroom or program, here are some things you should know:

- The curriculum includes four (4) self-contained lesson plans suitable for youth ages 17, 18 and 19, as well as quizzes and homework questions for each lesson.

- The lessons may be used in a series starting with Lesson 1 and going through to Lesson 4, or you may implement any one lesson as a stand-alone piece.

- The lessons address several topics in national education standards for health education, personal financial literacy and economics.

- We provide assistance and support in implementing the lessons.

- In return for providing these lessons, we ask that you give your students pre- and post-tests that measure attitudes and awareness of topics related to access to health care. We also ask for your feedback on how useful the lessons were and how they could be improved.

- We will share the results of these surveys to give you feedback on how well Understanding Health Insurance is working with your students.

To see a sample lesson or participate in the UHI curriculum, please contact Margaret Johnson maj35@cornell.edu.